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“The 2018 summer heatwave was a boon for cordials and
squashes that saw growth return following five years of

decline. However, sales in this traditionally family-oriented
category have also been lifted by the strong performance of

new adult-oriented options that offer more sophisticated
flavour profiles.”

– Anita Winther, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Alcohol reduction trend is an opportunity for cordials and squashes
• The category has a strong green image it can leverage
• Scope to use British fruits to forge point of difference

A combination of rising real consumer incomes, the spotlight on sugar and lacklustre summers saw
value sales of cordials and squashes decline 11% over 2013-17. The 2018 summer heatwave was
therefore a welcome reprieve that helped boost value sales by 7% to reach £783 million. Unless the
heatwave returns, value sales are expected to drop back down in 2019.

While the category remains heavily dependent on kids and the family demographic, the stellar
performance of Robinsons’ new adult-oriented ranges is a clear indicator of demand for more grown-
up, sophisticated flavours. Interest in alcohol-inspired flavours and herbal/spice flavours highlights
scope to build on this demand, which could help buoy sales going forward.
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Figure 12: Total hours of sunshine in the UK, by month, 2013-18
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Brand attitudes: Robinsons excels on trust, quality and value
Figure 30: Attitudes, by brand, March 2019

Brand personality: Bottlegreen stands out as exclusive
Figure 31: Brand personality – macro image, March 2019

Robinsons and Vimto are seen as most delicious
Figure 32: Brand personality – micro image, March 2019
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Figure 33: User profile of Robinsons, March 2019
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Ribena enjoys a fun image among the young
Figure 35: User profile of Ribena, March 2019
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Jucee struggles to stand out from competition
Figure 37: User profile of Jucee, March 2019
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Four in five drink cordials and squashes
Figure 38: Repertoires of types of cordials and squashes drunk, February 2019
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The home remains the centre of cordial and squash usage

Scope to grow meal occasion with pairing advice
Figure 41: When cordials and squashes are drunk, February 2019

Linking with refill stations can tap into reusable water bottle trend

Boosting energy and hydration could enhance exercise usage

Sizeable demand for premium options in on-trade

Work with on-trade operators for training and advice
Figure 42: Behaviours relating to cordials and squashes, February 2019

Cocktail recipes garner interest

Cocktails also offer flavour cues

Cold infusions are a threat

A favourite flavour is most important

16-34s are most adventurous
Figure 43: Important purchase factors influencing the choice of cordials and squashes, February 2019

Sugar is high on the agenda

One in three are swayed by deals

British fruits are in demand
Figure 44: Urban Cordials’ range of cordials at IFE London, 2019

Scope to play on regional provenance
Figure 45: Interest in flavours and ingredients in cordials and squashes, February 2019

Fortifications appeal to many

Price and category confusion are barriers to Tetley Super Squash
Figure 46: Perceptions of Tetley Super Squash in comparison to cordials and squashes in the UK market, April 2018-March 2019
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Category seen as a more environmentally friendly choice
Figure 47: Attitudes towards cordials and squashes, February 2019
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Figure 49: Leading manufacturers’ value sales and shares in the UK retail cordial and squash market, 2016-18

Figure 50: Share of new product launches in the UK retail beverage concentrates market, by launch type, 2014-18
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